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FROM THE MANAGING DIRECTOR
Thank you for taking the time to peruse our company profile.
We started Voyage Consulting in 2007 with the understanding that –
The mature produce, and the immature waste
The mature endure, and the immature give up
Our goal with each engagement is to help individuals, teams and companies mature.
While most of the people we work with are technically skilled, they struggle to
effectively lead people.
Leadership and Management are different, but both need to be done well in order for
us to be effective. We therefore endeavour to provide …
The skills to lead … the tools to manage
We help develop leadership skills, and provide tools to equip people to manage.
We are optimistic about Africa and see ourselves playing a key role in unlocking the
development potential of its people.
We look forward to journeying with you into a bright future.

Doug Johnson
Managing Director

ABOUT US
OUR PURPOSE
We exist to help individuals, teams and organisations mature.

OUR MOTTO
“It’s about the Journey”
Journey Tools Consulting was born out of the understanding that the one thing that has
the greatest impact on an individual, team or organisation, is maturity.
Everything we do is focussed on helping individuals, teams and organisations mature.

OUR APPROACH
We engage with our clients in three ways –
1. Through the Journey Tools Learning Academy.
2. Through Performance Coaching.
3. Through Consulting.
The Journey Tools Learning Academy
The Academy is an online learning platform that is focused on imparting information,
sharing knowledge, and continuous learning. There are 3 modules –
Module 1 – Foundations
Module 2 – Communication and relationships (10 lessons)
Module 3 – Leadership (10 lessons)
Module 1 – Foundations
Foundations takes 2-3 months and lays the foundation for relationships, communication
and behaviour.
Module 2 – Communication and relationships
Basics runs over 10 weeks and teaches the basic lessons needed to be able to function
in a team. The focus is on communication, relationships and resolving conflict.
Module 3 – Leadership
This runs over 10 weeks and teaches key elements needed to be an effective leader.
All of the Modules are done in conjunction with coaching.
CLICK HERE to see the Curriculum for 2022

Rollout
The Foundations Module is started every month.
Modules 2 and 3 repeat twice a year.
This gives candidates the opportunity to book lessons when they need to.
Performance Coaching
The word “coaching” has different meanings to different people. Just to clarify, we
focus on performance coaching, not life coaching.
There are 4 primary focus areas. These are:
1.
2.
3.
4.

Coaching that happens in conjunction with the Learning Academy.
Situational coaching.
Coaching Program – Leading the team.
Coaching Program – Personal development.

Coaching with the Learning Academy
This is a one-on-one online coaching that takes the lessons learned in the Academy
and helps with the practical implementation.
Situational coaching
This is on-the-job coaching that addresses the situation the leader is experiencing and
helps guide them through.
Leading the team
This is a one-on-one online coaching program aimed at helping people lead teams.
Personal Development
This is a one-on-one online coaching program aimed at identifying and addressing 20
key skills and areas of self-awareness the leader needs in order to lead effectively.
Consulting
Call in the expert
If your drain is blocked you don’t need to do a 6-month course on plumbing, you just
need to call a plumber. We can teach and coach you on the Learning Academy and
coaching programs, but we can also consult in the following areas:
Agile Flex
Recruiting
Promoting
Team Alignment
Situational coaching
Team Communication Analysis

OVERVIEW

“It’s about the Journey” describes our approach – that of building relationships and
walking a journey with our clients.

OUR VALUES
“It’s about the Journey” also describes our key behaviour drivers – that of building
relationships and walking a journey with our clients.
The following three things govern and drive our behaviour:
1. Relationships
2. Contentment
3. Honesty

– Team, caring, household, people, honour, respect
– Satisfied, at peace, not striving, not angry or anxious
– Integrity, sincerity, openness, truthfulness

Relationships
Although business is an exchange of value, relationships are at the heart of our
coaching. Our decision-making is governed by the importance of relationships.
We rarely do something that will damage a relationship. We would rather walk away
from money than damage a relationship.
Contentment
If I am content then I do not wish for anything. I enjoy what I have, and even if I have
nothing, I am fine.
The steps that emanate from discontent are destructive. They are:
Step 1 – Wishing
Step 2 – Wanting
Step 3 – Expecting
Step 4 – Demanding
Step 5 – Deserving or Entitlement
Step 5 – Anger and Resentment
Honesty
No matter how difficult it is, we will always tell the truth, and our clients can always
expect the truth from us, even if it impacts our income.

WHAT WE OFFER

The skills to lead … the tools to manage

Our primary focus is to help experts lead teams
We work with - Engineers, Software developers, Attorneys, Managers of companies,
Designers, Administrators, Company directors, Project managers, Accountants, Small
business owners and Sales people. Most of them are extremely comfortable with and
skilled at what they do, but struggle when they have to lead teams.
They are thrown into the job in the hope that they will cope, with the added
expectation that they will be brilliant at what they are asked to do. Some flourish, but
the harsh reality is that the majority fail.
We play a role in the following areas:
1.
2.
3.
4.

Strategic recruiting
Strategic promoting
Leading teams
Transitioning

Although the primary focus is helping people to lead teams, there are two steps leading
up to that:
1. Recruiting
2. Promoting
Two of the most expensive commodities in any company are 1. A wrong recruit, and
2. A wrong promotion

Strategic Recruiting
We use the term “Strategic Recruiting” because, although we are not recruiters, we
add information that enables better strategic decision-making when recruiting. Things
we look at are:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.

Their internal DNA wiring and the job.
Their approach to the job.
What would stress them out in the job.
What would be difficult and what would be easy.
How they would fit into the team.
How suitable they would be for future jobs or promotions.

Strategic Promoting
Most people are promoted on their “technical” ability, their ability to perform tasks they
are qualified or equipped to do. The minority have the skills to lead and manage
teams.
As in recruiting, we look at factors that enable a more strategic approach to the
promotion. We look at:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.

How they would lead out of their own DNA.
Their approach to leading.
How they would transition the team from the previous leader to themselves.
Whether they would succeed or not.
What would stress them out.
What would be difficult and what would be easy.
How they would inspire and influence the team.
How suitable they would be for future promotions.
What coaching they would need if they were promoted.

Transitioning
A good leader leads out of their own internal DNA. You cannot lead effectively and try
to be someone else. The DNA of the leader has a massive impact on the DNA of the
team. This is why, when there is a change in leadership, teams struggle to adapt to the
new leader.
We assist in this transitioning (change) process.

OUR CLIENTS

Some of our clients

WHAT OUR CLIENTS SAY
"Doug and his team have made me aware of the value a leader gets from an external
non-biased perspective to your business. They have contributed to our business
foundations in a very practical way by creating movement from where we were and
for what we needed at the time. I've named Doug our "Team Whisperer" because I
can't explain how he gets these results with us and I recommend that you join them for
a journey to maturity."
Barend Cronje – CoLAB Project Implementation
“Understanding one another’s profiles has provided us with the key for better
communication and mutual respect, which has become the foundation for building
stronger teams”
Professor Jackie Arendse – Head of the School of Accountancy – Wits University
“They say if you can build a team you can build anything. Doug Johnson provides the
right advice at the right time to help build great teams.”
Andre Baard – South African Bunkering and Trading
"I have been working with Doug and his team management tools for 7 years. Doug
brings tremendous (and not always welcome!) outside wisdom to team dynamics and
identifies personal expectation gaps between company vision and people's reality. I
don't build teams or employ people without the benefit of LEMON analysis, as it takes
the guesswork out of matching people's profiles to the required job and eliminates
mismatching people to roles if used properly."
John Mills - Maitland Director
and formerly Head of Trust and Corporate Services Division
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